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5.1: Introduction
Type Ila receptor protein tyrosine phosphatases (RPTPs), such as RPTPcr, LAR and
RPTPo, are cell surface receptors which play an important role in neuronal development,
function and repair [ 1, 3]. Type Ila RPTPs contain variable number of extracellular
immunoglobulin (Ig) domains and two to nine fibronectin type III (FNIII) domains and
two cytoplasmic phosphatase domains. These extracellular domains are similar to cell
adhesion molecules (CAMs), which imply that they play roles in cell-cell and cell-matrix
interactions [4, 5]. In vertebrates and invertebrate, types IIa RPTPs are present in axons
and growth cones, which regulating neuronal growth and guidance and participating in
excitatory synapse formation and maintenance [6-11]. RNA interference-mediated knockdown indicate that they contribute to motor axon regulation in chick [12]. The role of
leukocyte common antigen-related (LAR) subfamily members in axon guidance during
mammalian development has not been reported. Lower level of LAR in the Central
nervous systems (CNS) are observed during development, and deficiency of LAR causes
minor defects in cholinergic innervations of the hippocampal dentate gyrus [13, 14].
RPTPcr and RPTPo both develops mammalian nervous system [15]. Abnormal growth of
the pituitary and neurological defects that include spastic movements and abnormal limb
flexion observed in mice due to the deficiency ofRPTPcr [16, 17]. Further, the absence of
RPTPcr results in increased axon regeneration in both the peripheral and central nervous
systems [18].
Extracellular regions, of Type IIa RPTP interact with Heparan sulfate proteoglycans
(HSPGs) and chondroitin sulfate proteoglycans (CSPGs) [19-22]. These proteoglycans
adjust neuronal growth, guidance and connectivity with CSPGs inhibiting and HSPGs
promoting axon extension [23-25]. Increase in a cellular response of CSPGs in glial
damage' tissue after neural injury is an important factor limiting CNS axon and
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regeneration (2]. CSPG reduces development of dorsal root ganglion neurons, whereas in
RPTPcr neurons this inhibitory effect is decreased [22].

In developing chick retinal

ganglion cell axons, RPTPcr promotes growth in response to basal lamina which contains
HSPG ligands [20, 26]. CSPG-RPTPcr and HSPG-RPTPcr interactions are opposing
effects on cell function, but how these opposing effects are mediated at the molecular
level has been unknown.
Coles et al. show that N eurocan, a CSPG might reduce outgrowth of dorsal root ganglion
neurons, whereas this inhibitory effect is decreased in RPTPcr neurons. Conversely,
glypican-2, a HSPG, strongly promotes outgrowth of wild-type, but not RPTPcr neurons.
They further show that the glycosaminoglycan (GAG) chains ofneurocan and glypican-2
must be involved, and that their opposing effects are mediated through a common
receptor, RPTPcr. Mutagenesis studies suggested a common GAG-binding site in the Nterminal Ig domain of RPTPcr. To examine the structural basis of proteoglycan
recognition in RPTPcr and type Ila RPTPs, Coles et al. performed crystallographic studies
(27]. The crystal structures of the two N-terminal Ig domains (Igl-2) of different
members of the RPTP family across different species formed a V-shaped arrangement of
Ig 1 and Ig2, which is stabilized by conserved interactions. Residues of RPTPcr previously
shown to mediate GAG binding lie on loops between Igl

~-strands,

forming an extended

positively charged surface. This region is highly conserved across family members and
species, suggesting a common GAG-binding mode.
Coles et al. solved the Crystal structure of cheek RPTP cr with the 1.65 Ao resolution.
Cheek RPTP cr is a monomer, with 203 amino acids residues. In Igl-Ig2 pro-rich loop the
side chains have hydrophobic residues LEU124, LEU129, PROJ30, and PHEJ33 and also
pack closely with ILE42, VAL44, and ALA 212 in a hydrophobic interdomain region.
Two Salt bridges were found between ARG91- GLU205 (SBl) and GLU126- ARG215
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(SB2). These salt bridges are formed by hydrogen bond. Salt bridge SB 1 contains two
hydrogen bonds (HB1, HB2) between amide nitrogen of ARG91 and side chain oxygen
of GLU205 while SB2 contain three hydrogen bonds (HB3, HB4, HB5) between amide
nitrogen of ARG215 and side chain oxygen of GLU126. Hydrogen bonds formed
between the hydroxyl groups of SER50 and TYR216 (HB6). Another hydrogen bond
formed between the backbones carbonyls of ILE42 and backbone amide of VAL214
(HB7). Also the side chain amide of GLN41 and .backbone carbonyls of PHE 171
forming hydrogen bond with the water molecules. These electrostatic interactions make
the Ig 1 and Ig2 in a rigid arrangement.
In this protein two salt bridges were found. A salt bridge is a non covalent interaction
between the opposite charged residues of a protein [28, 29].
In this work, molecular dynamics simulations and principal component analysis of chick
Type Ila receptor protein tyrosine phosphatases have been done which will help to
understand its function and mode of action.
5.2: Materials and Methods

The simulation was performed using GROMACS [30]. The 1.65 A0 resolution x-ray
structure of chick Type Ila receptor protein tyrosine phosphates (Protein Data Bank code
· 2YD4) was used as a starting structure. A single monomer was solvated with SPC water
molecules in a cubic box, having an edge length of 3.5 A. The L!NCS algorithm was
applied to constrain all bond lengths [31]. The molecular dynamics simulation was
performed at a constant temperature (300K) and using the Berendsen coupling method for
coupling each component separately to a temperature bath [32]. A cutoff of 0.9 nm was
used for Lennard Jones interaction and the particle mesh Ewald method was employed to
calculate longer-tang electrostatic contribution on a grid with spacing and a cutoff of 1.0
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run for Coulomb interaction. The time step was 2 fs, with coordinates stored after every 2
ps. MD simulation was performed for 12 ns. Before running simulation, an energy
minimization was performed in steepest descent method (converged at 876 steps) [33,
34]; and this was followed by 4.0 ns of simulation imposing positional restraints on the
non-H atoms. The positional restraints were then released and 12 ns production run were
obtained and analyzed. Analysis programs from GROMACS were used and PCA was
performed with the MD trajectory.
5.3: Results and Discussion

During the MD simulation the overall structural stability of the protein is explored by
several parameters like RMSD, radius of gyration (Rg), RMSF etc. These parameters give
an idea ofthe folding and structural behavior of cheek RPTP a.
The time evolution of RMSD is· computed taking the constrained structure of the whole
protein as initial structure and presented in Figure 1.
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Figure-1: RMSD: Root mean square deviations (RMSD) of the protein as a function
of time with respect to starting structure during the MD simulations are
shown for cheek RPTPG.
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It is evident from figure 1 ihat RMSD slightly increases up to 1700ps, and then slightly
decreases and again increases up to 63 90ps and after that almost become stable. The time
evolutions of RMSD of the whole protein of chick Type Ila receptor protein tyrosine
phosphatases during the full simulation time shows an initial drift in RMSD which may
be due to the difference of crystal structure with solution structure.
The variation of radius of gyration (Rg) as function of time is presented in Figure 2 and
from this figure it is clear that the initial Rg value is 1.90673 and then Rg values
decreases upto 6986ps with Rg value 1. 7723, after that Rg slightly increases up to
7990ps (1.85288). Finally Rg values almost become stable.
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Figure 2: Radius of gyration: Radius of gyration (Rg) as a function of time with
respect to starting structure during the MD simulations is shown for
cheek RPTPa.

The RMSD and Rg calculations of chick Type Ila receptor protein tyrosine phosphatases
suggest that the protein is slightly flexible in nature.
The flexibility of different parts of the protein is revealed by the root mean square
fluctuation (RMSF) of each residue from its time-averaged position (Figure 3).
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Figure 3: Fluctuation: Root mean square fluctuations (RMSF) during the MD
simulations are shown for cheek RPTPo:r.

From RMSF, it is evident that pronounced fluctuations are observed along some amino
acid stretches (67-77, 95-105, 110-118,125-133 and 175-190), which indicate the
flexibility of the protein in that region (Figure 3). But last portion of the protein (225231 ), RMSF value increases rapidly and reached to highest value (0.6662) which
indicates N terminal of the protein is free to move.
Principal component analysis was performed to investigate the nature of the fluctuations.
PCA of the cheek RPTPcr simulation reveals that the first 10 eigenvectors account for
74.905% of the global motion and that the first eigenvector corresponds to 25.49% of the
total motion, the second to 15.85% and the third to a further 9.37%n (Figure 4).
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Figure 4: Principal components analysis: Plot of Eigenvalues with Eigenvector
Indices
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From Principal components analysis of the cheek RPTP-cr, it is evident that motion is
very much distributed through all the principal components.
Further we investigate the nature of the fluctuations; principal component ana lyses (PCA)
were carried out. The first four eigenvectors with largest eigenvalues were selected as the
four principal components. Time evolution of principal component 1 (PC l ), principal
component 2 (PC2), principaJ component 3 (PC3) and principaJ component 4 (PC4) in
water is represented in Figure 5.
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Figure 5: Time evolution of principle components: Variation of four principle
components with simu lation time for cheek RPTPG
lt is seen from Figure 5 that time evolution of principal component 1 (PC l ), principal
component 2 (PC2), fluctuates remarkably in comparison to principal component 3 (PC3)
and principal component 4 (PC4 ).
The RMSF of Ca atom s calculated after projecting trajectories along their respective four
principal components is presented in Figure 6.
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Figure 6: Projections on principle components: The RMSF of Ca atoms calculated
after projecting trajectories along their respective PCl directions
It is evident from the RMSF of Ca. atoms calculated after projecting trajectories along

their respective four principal components analysis for chick Type Ila receptor protein
tyrosi ne phosphatases fluctuation is highest in the projection on PCl which indicates that
PC1 will provide more information regarding the collective motion of the protein.
The probability of sampling the phase space determined by first two principal modes (PC I,
PC2) during the simulations presented in Figure 7.
3

-3

Figure 7: Conformational Sampling: The probability of sampling the phase space
determined by principal modes 1 and 2 during the simulations.
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It is clear from the probability of sampling the phase space determined by first two
principal modes during the simulations the projection of the dynami cs trajectory onto the
first two PC that the protein is widely spread around the origin and hjgh confomiati onal
space around the origin (Figure 7).

It is found that the number of hydrogen bonds ranged from 104 to 155 (Figure 8).
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Figure 8: Hydrogen bonds: Number of hydrogen bonds during the whole simulation
time

The number of hydrogen bonds ranges from I 04 to 155 (Figure 8) indicate that during the
simulation, several hydrogen bonds broke and formed .
Two salt bridges were found between ARG91 & GLU205 (SBl) and GLU l 26 &
ARG215 (SB2) in RPTP cr. Among the four residues GLU 126 has highest RMSD value
where as ARG91 has lowest RMSD value. The residue GLU 126 is more flexible than the
other residue in sal t bridges. Again RMSD analysis performed both salt bridges (ARG91
& GLU205 and GLU126 & ARG2 15). Mean RMSD values of SB2 (GLU126 &

ARG2 15) is 0.1 80975, which is al most double than SB I (ARG91 & GLU205). SB2 has
high fluctuation comparison to SB I .
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Hydrophobic residues in Igl-Ig2 pro-rich loop contains seven residues (LEUl 24,
PR0130, PHEI33, VAL44, ALA212) of which VAL44 has highest RMSD value and
ALA2 I 2 possess lowest RMSD value indicating conserved nature.
Lys loop in RPTP cr contain eleven residues (67-77). All the residues have high RMSD
value, except L YS67, GL Y69, and SER74 which indicates there mobile nature. But
residues (ARG96, ARG99) in Arg loop have low RMSD value indicating low mobility.
A series of hydrogen bonds were observed in the salt bridge and in Igl-Ig2 pro-rich loop.
We have monitored the distance of several hydrogen bonds during the simulation time
(Figure 9).
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Figure 9: Hydrogen bond of cheek RPTPa: Hydrogen bonds within salt bridge and
Igl-Ig2 pro-rich loop during the simulation time.
It was found that hydrogen bond between the backbones carbonyls of ILE42 and

backbone amide of VAL214 (.HB6) remain intact during the whole simulation time.
Hydrogen bonds (.HB2) sli ghtly cross the limit of Hydrogen bonds distance. But other
hydrogen bonds (HB 1, HB3 , HB4, HB5, and HB7) were broken during the simulation
(Figure 9).
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We have taken some selected snapshots from the dynamics trajectory considering time
evolution of RMSD as a guideline. The snapshots were taken when the RMSD from
initial structure was high, and they are represented in Figure 10.

Figure 10: Snapshots: Snapshots of the cheek RPTPa at different time.
From the snapshots, it is also clear that there was slight change in the protein
conformation.
We further examine the probability of accessing regions of the phase space determined

PC 1, PC2 & PC3 (Figure 11)
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From Figure II, it is clear that protein show less arrangement in the XY plane and the
protein highly arrange in the XZ plane.
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